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Armour Systems reputation for high quality museum showcases,
engineered to perform for many years, gives Armour’s retail
customers conidence to commission new or customised solutions
for their own environments.
From the irst meeting, clients become involved with the design
process through to the realisation of their ideas.
Armour Systems designs precision aluminium extrusions that
provide the core methods of construction for its product ranges.
These custom proiles backed by CNC in house manufacture
of metal, timber and plastic components provide an intelligent
approach to construction that guarantees high quality results.
This brochure illustrates a selection of works achieved by this
approach to manufacture.

At Armour Systems we relish the dificult brief, we know our chosen
industry very well and understand how to combine materials,
processes and people in the right way.

National Waterfront Museum, Swansea

Armour is well equipped to produce prototypes for customers.
Design and solid modelling, producing new aluminium extrusions, in house programming
of CNC milling, routing and machining centres provides a seamless route to quantity
production.
We have the skills and experience to ensure that the prototypes aren’t merely more or less
convincing mock-ups but real working models, of the production article.

There is no secret to maintaining tight tolerances in production;
simply employ skilled people and give them the best possible
equipment to work with.

Keeping ahead with the latest solid modelling software and CNC
machinery, we aim to manufacture to the highest standards in
the industry.
We know that maintaining consistency of production is the only
sure way of ensuring a like consistency of performance-in-service
for our products.

Over the years Armour has earned a reputation for quality and service of which we are justly proud.
We have found that providing this level of service, requires a ‘company wide’, lexible approach to all aspects
of the business.
Flexibility in the organisation of meetings, the planning of installations and the physical layout of our factories,
ultimately leads to customer beneits.
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Armour provides a professional design development, prototyping,
manufacturing and installation service.

Clients include Boots | Harrods | Heals | Selfridges | Sotheby’s | Volkswagon | Vauxhall | Clydesdale
Bank | BAA | Hoverspeed | BP | Stagecoach | Cartier | Chanel | Rolex | Tiffany&Co | Hermes |
Waterstone’s | Transport for London | Coffee Nation
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